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DANIEL STEEGMANN MANGRANÉ

JOAQUIM TENREIRO

!"#$%&'()&'*+,%&(*Coffee
table with five woods
Manufactured
by Tenreiro Moveis e Decoraçaos
.#$/0#12/'&%*34*5678*9:;;8<=
Brasil, 1950
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Five
different types of hard wood, bonded laminated frame with solid lathed joints
>(,D$*E(#FF

Measurements
120 cm x 58 cm x 36h cm
.&#F/'&+&$2F
47,24
in x 22,83 in x 14,17h in

-C*1+*G*-C*1+*G*CA"*1+

Provenance
BH?-H*)$I*G*BHI-H*)$I*G*-H?J-*)$I
Flavio Dumortout de Mendoça, close friend and lawyer of Joaquim Tenreiro
Literature
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Soraia Cals, Tenreiro, Rio de Janeiro, 2000
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Biography
Joaquim
Tenreiro (1906-1992) was among leading furniture designers and visual
>),
artists in modernist Brazilian furniture making in the mid-20th century.
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A
forerunner in the use of rediscovered raw materials as well as the creator of a new
formal
language in 20th century Brazilian furniture design, he drew on the lessons of
>'#O)(I*R)F*3,%4*,0*D,'S*&$1,+M#FF&F*%)00&'&$2*0,'+#2F*3#F&%*,$*F/32(&*
past furniture making as a vital source, not only in the mastery of technical and
#$%*M,&2)1*&GM&')+&$2#2),$*2"#2*L/&F2),$F*2"&*'&(#2),$F")M*3&2D&&$*(#$T
constructive solutions, but also in the aesthetic experience, craftsmanship, and the
E/#E&*#$%*2"&*D,'(%I*R)F*#'2D,'S?*+#)$(4*1,$1&M2/#(?*F",DF*1,$1&'$*
cultural
meaning of his production. His exquisitely crafted pieces evoke a refined
coexistence
of traditional values and modern aesthetics, strongly bound BUUIFTBNF
to the
XJUIFYJTUFODFBOEUIFTQFDJmDDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGPCKFDUT
Brazilian cultural milieu.
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Born in Portugal to a family with a great tradition in furniture making, he moved to
)%&#*,0*/$F2#3(&*+&#$)$E*#$%*%&+#2&')#()O&%*1,$F2'/12),$F*#F*#*D#4*,0*
Brazil
at the age of 22 and embraced a career as a designer by working at various
furniture
manufacturers such as Leandro Martins, Francisco Gomes and Laubisch &
BEESFTTJOHRVFTUJPOTPGUIFPCKFDUT
AHirth. Tenreiro proposed a contemporary language and advocated the idea that
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Brazilian
furniture
should be “formally
light…A
lightness which
has nothing
to do with
weight
itself,
but
with
graciousness,
and
the
functionality
of
spaces.
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